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Today’s topics:

 Local water supply

 Basin hydrogeology

 Seawater intrusion

 Groundwater quality protection

 Water supply challenges
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The Acre-Foot

 325,900 gallons

 1,234 cubic meters

 Covers a football field by 1 foot

 Supplies 2 families for a year

 Typical person in OC uses
100 gallons per day



3 MAF/yr 

Imported
21 MAF/yr

to Ocean

Coastal Southern 

California imports 

50% of its water supply.



The Basin receives about 1/3 of its supply from the 

Santa Ana River, comprised mostly of waste water 

discharges and storm flow.

Santa Ana River Watershed (nearly 3,000 sq. mi.)

Orange County

Groundwater Basin



Orange County’s Water Supply:  A Tale of Two Halves

70% Groundwater

Pop. 2.4 million

(19 water retailers)

< 5% Groundwater

Pop. 0.6 million



Who is Orange Co. Water District?
• Formed in 1933 by 

legislative act

• Manage groundwater 
basin under North OC

• Replenish aquifers

• Control seawater 
intrusion

• Protect & improve 
water quality



OCWD’s groundwater management 

authority is unique but very effective.

 10-member Board of Directors

 220 staff members

 Unadjudicated

 Overpumping is controlled by economic disincentives (penalty fees)

 Pumping is determined each year based on basin supplies and storage 

condition

 Pumping fee charged to pay for District programs and activities

 Annual budget $200 million (FY14-15)
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The economic value of OC’s sustainable 

groundwater supply is >$175 million/year.
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Groundwater is pumped from 200 wells 

owned by cities and other water agencies.



Typical City Well Characteristics:

• 1,200 feet deep

• 2,000 – 3,000 gallons per minute

• $4 million to construct

• 40+ year life

• No treatment needed

except disinfection

• Metered



Groundwater 

flows from 

recharge 

areas toward 

the coast –

little is lost.X



Huntington

Beach
Anaheim/Orange

Recharge

Drinking Water Wells
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Three major aquifer systems are differentiated by their 

water level and chemistry characteristics.
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The basin aquifers are comprised of 2,000+ feet of 

unconsolidated, folded, and faulted sediments from 

marine and alluvial deposition.
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OCWD operates over 200 monitoring wells 

for water level and quality monitoring.

Single-depth monitoring well

Multi-depth monitoring well



Monitoring wells are designed to collect 

depth-specific water level and quality data.

Depth (feet)
0

1,000

2,000

Shallow Aquifer

Principal Aquifer

Deep Aquifer

Cost

$50K

$1M+



Why are groundwater level data important?

 Identify trends – short- and long-term

 Identify effects of pumping and recharge

 Determine GW flow directions

 Track basin storage changes

 Understand aquifer connectivity

 Calibrate groundwater flow models



Hydrographs tell us a lot about basin dynamics. 

Deep

Principal

Shallow
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withdraw water during surplus and drought.
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OCWD owns and 

operates 1,000 

acres of surface 

water percolation 

basins and the 

Santa Ana River 

channel.



OCWD groundwater 

recharge facilities 

along Santa Ana 

River in Anaheim.



Sources of recharge to the groundwater basin:

GWRS

Recycled

Water

River

Base Flow

Imported

Water

Natural

Recharge

River

Storm Flow

Colorado River

Northern California



Seawater Intrusion Control



At the end of the last ice age, sea level was ~200 feet lower, and the shore line was 

farther off coast than today. The ancient Santa Ana and San Gabriel Rivers were 

carving gaps through the uplifted Newport-Inglewood Fault Zone.



As sea level rose over the last 10,000 years, the rivers began “dropping their load” 

of sand and gravel that was deposited in the eroded gaps.



Nov. 2003 GW Elevations

As groundwater pumping began in the early 1900s, water levels fell 

below sea level, and the permeable sediments in the gaps provided 

pathways for seawater intrusion.



Two seawater barriers using injection wells

are operated to protect the groundwater basin.
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Expansion of the Talbert Barrier in 1999-2008 was 

a critical path activity to sustain basin pumping.

Talbert 

Barrier



Groundwater pumping drew seawater into the Talbert Gap aquifers.

1950

1944

1931

Inland movement of chloride 

front within the Talbert Aquifer, 

1931-63.



Desired Seawater

Holding Point GWRS

Injection

Wells

Talbert Aquifer

Production

Wells

Current Extent of Seawater Intrusion

Seawater can move deeper through aquifer mergence zones.

Pacific

Ocean



The last seawater barrier in So Cal was designed in 

the late ‘60s -‘70s, but needed a local water supply. 

WF-21

Talbert Barrier



Water Factory 21 provided an innovative solution to 

seawater barrier supply.

 First recycled water injection into potable aquifer

 Initial piloting in late 1960s

 Advanced treatment provided

high-quality injection water

 15 million gallons per day

 Online in 1976



250 mg/L 

chloride

2002

By 2003, increased pumping exceeded the barrier’s ability to prevent intrusion.

Barrier injection needed to double 

to 30 million gallons per day, but 

where do we get the water?



• On line in January 2008

• Advanced waste water purification 
technology

• Near-distilled quality

• Not affected by drought

• High-quality water to sustain 
injection rates

• Competitive with imported water cost

Answer: Groundwater Replenishment 

System (GWRS)



Increased injection has begun to reverse seawater intrusion.

250 mg/L 

chloride

GWRS



Completed injection well I-26



Groundwater Quality 

Protection



• Few wells require treatment (nitrate, TDS)

• Public confidence is good but tenuous

• Wellhead treatment for industrial pollutants a last 

resort; public acceptance can be challenging

• Wells have been constructed deep to avoid 

pollutants – but for how long?

• OCWD is addressing numerous threats

Overall, groundwater quality is good.



North Basin Area

South Basin Area



Four wells in Fullerton and Anaheim were shut down by 

industrial contaminants which are spreading.

2013



Contaminants are migrating into the Principal 

Aquifer used for drinking water supply.
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• Join with USEPA and local regulatory agencies to 

develop comprehensive cleanup program

 Delineate the extent of contamination

 Assess threat to drinking water supplies

 Evaluate alternatives to keep plumes from spreading

• Contain plumes if not done by responsible parties

• Continue cost recovery litigation to reduce cost burden 

on water ratepayers

OCWD’s approach:



Sea Level Rise



Source: California Climate Change Center, 2009

Based on the moderate climate projection, endpoints 

of 0.5 and 3.0 ft SLR were modeled.

Negligible

Effect



 Intrusion protection marginalized

 Higher protective elevation required at M26

• Raised from 3 to 6 ft MSL 

• Only 2 ft below ground surface

Summary of 3-ft Sea Level Rise Effects

Talbert Barrier: 

Alamitos Barrier: 

► Intrusion occurring under current conditions

► Inland gradients slightly steepened w/ 3-ft SLR

► Required protective elevations at or above ground surface 

are not likely achievable



 At Talbert Barrier, less flexibility to operate barrier at or 
slighly above protective elevations

 At Alamitos Barrier, higher protective elevations not 

achievable in practice

 Potential for shallow groundwater impacts

 Increased liquefaction potential

 Possible mitigation measure could include extraction well 

system seaward of barriers

Conclusions



Facing future water 

supply challenges



Our traditional local water supplies 

have decreased over 100,000 AF.

 River base flows reduced due to upstream 

conservation and recycling

 Storm flows reduced due to drought and 

upstream capture

 Local infiltration reduced due to drought

Good news:  Water demands have decreased 

about 80,000 AF despite pop. growth



The Inland Empire is conserving, 

capturing, and recycling more water.



Base 

Flow

Santa Ana River base flow and waste water discharges 

have significantly decreased since 2005.

Wastewater 

Discharge



OCWD continues to respond to challenges 

to maintaining a reliable water supply.

 Expanding GWRS by 30,000 AFY by May 2015

 Investigating further GWRS expansion

 Coordinating with Army Corps of Engineers with 

goal of holding more storm water behind Prado Dam

 Exploring better methods to infiltrate water beneath 

the Santa Ana River bed

 Evaluating feasibility of ocean desalination



OCWD’s sustainable groundwater management programs 

and multi-disciplined staff have made us a world class 

organization.

 Engineers

 Hydrogeologists

 Environmental specialists

 Finance/accounting specialists

 Chemists

 Communications specialists

 Attorneys

 Operators & technicians

 Computer/database specialists

 And others
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End of Presentation


